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STATEMENT OF INTENT 
 

I have been enjoying doing my own casual multimedia projects over the course of my schooling as a hobby. Now, I intend to put my skills to display and challenge 

myself by making a long term project in a form of 2D animation. Previous year has been mostly about seeing whether I could make the project mixed in with real 

life footage. However, I decided it would be best if I had a high quality animation instead and present it. 

I have selected this as a project to develop my animation skills and drawing skills as I will be working with a different medium and style to present my work. 

I will also create a plot to engage the audience and test my organization and time management skills. 
 
 

Skills needed: 
 

-Video Editing skills to edit the timeline of the animation 

-Animating/Drawing skills to make the animation and make it look aesthetically pleasing 

-Time management/organisation skills to plan out the animation and get the portfolio and the animation done 

Challenges 
 

-Complicated animation as I will be doing a 2 minute animation consisting of a lot of tweaking, skeleton work and angles 

-Different style to what I normally draw, the style requires minimal of work but requires some time taking use to it 

-Time/organisation to produce my work on time is required to produce this work, which is what I usually lack 

-Software and hardware on my current computer can shut down my work unexpectedly, which could have drastic consequences. 

 
Target Audience 

 

My target audience might be debatable as I believe animation isn’t just a “kid’s cartoon”. I aim it to suit both children and adults. Main audience would be students 

who’d like to see an example of a flash animation (as there aren’t many examples out there) 
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Reasons for production 
 

 

 

To develop my animation, drawing and editing skills. With these I will hope to accomplish an entertaining, well-made animation that tells a story and display 

the level of skills I possess. My personal goal would be to develop a piece of work of over a minute and isn’t a practice animation, something I can display in 

my portfolio. 

 

Limitations 
 

 

 

-Experience with animation- my presentation may not be the finest because of my lack of experience 

-Due date assigned by the teacher. I may not be able to finish it on time. 

-Two more major works I need to spend time on 

 
Production Timeframe: 

 

  Lessons :   

Week A Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Portfolio      

Animation      

Moodle Work      
Week B 
Portfolio      

Animation      

Moodle Work      
 

 

Homework: 

Tuesday and Thursday minimum to progress on my work 
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Software I intend to use 
 

 
 

ANIMATING 

 
To create the characters interacting on screen as an animation, frame-by-frame or 
by using symbols. This will be the main part of the project as the program will help 

me manage the tweening, paths of the animation and the frames. 

 

PHOTO EDITING 
 

To create the backgrounds for the animation, storyboarding and DVD cover. This 
will also be used for character designing and sketching. 

 

VIDEO EDITING 
 

To put the animation together and perhaps use some transitions and effects on the 
finished video. Text and music will also be used in the video. 

 
SOUND EDITING 

 
To edit and manage audio tracks and sound effects. 

 

DVD MANAGING 
 

To help me create the DVD menu and burn the video on the CD. 

 

WORD PROCESSING 
 

To create folio and finish theory work. 

 

WEB BROWSER 
 

To research for inspiration, tutorials and references. 
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Equipment Needed 
 

 

 

-Graphics tablet for animation 
 

-Computer for editing, animation and research 
 

-Portable hard drive for storage 
 

Challenges Expected: 
 

 

 

Time management and motivation should be the only major barriers as I find it very hard to get started. To control this I will make an effective schedule 

that takes in consideration my free time, other homework and work shifts so it will be easier to follow. My equipment can also malfunction and I expect 

some work go missing or not save. To prevent this I will try and save everything on a hard disk and save my theory work online also. 

 

SWOT Analysis 
 

SWOT analysis (or Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis) is made to analyze if the work is worth the production and as a general  

Overview of the whole situation. SWOT is made for both the producer and the product. 
 

Myself 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 
Experience in Flash 

Experience in digital art 
Enjoyment of animation, drawing and editing 

Experience in Photoshop and Audacity 

Inexperience in big projects 
Poor Time Management 

Lack of motivation from time to time 
Lack of experience with Adobe Premiere 

Opportunities Threats 
Gain experience with software 

Improve time management 
Pride in completing a big project 

Ruin ATAR/HSC mark 
Lose motivation 

Another major work that needs my time 
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Animation 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Fun idea 
Visually and Technically impressive 

Creative and entertaining 
Wide demographic 

Doesn’t cater to everybody’s tastes 
Can be seen as having less skill 

Could be seen as “childish” 

Opportunities Threats 

Looks great In a portfolio 
Increase Rank in Multimedia 

Get good ATAR 

Can be not visually appealing 
Hardware may break- software may force close 

Can get me a bad grade 
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Ongoing Evaluation: This Mind map helped me organize 

my ideas and combine them to help me research. 

 
I would want to get the best out of working on my 

animation and expect the best results. 

To ensure I get the highest quality I must put in a lot 

of careful research and make sure my idea is set in 

stone. 
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RESEARCH 
 

The skills I intend to use in this project require a frame by frame animation, something I’ve done in very small portions, which is why it will be not only a 

challenge but a stressful task. However with the accompaniment of dozens of tutorials and relying on my drawing skill I’ll make sure to get it done on time. 

It’s very easy to go off-track without proper research, which is why I looked at animation, tutorials and advice videos to help me out, as well as basic styles 

for drawing. 
 

Past Experiences 
 

 

 

Year 8 Flash animation 
 

First time working with Flash was a pleasant experience because I used stick figures and simple tools such as the skeletal tool and motion twining. That way, 

I got a simple message across and it was easy to do. 

Application: General knowledge of the flash as well as basic problem solving for any issues that may occur with my project. Saving files and viewing 

them also comes with that experience. 
 

Gif making 
 

As a hobby, sometimes I do frame by frame gifs not requiring more than 10 frames. Keeping that in mind, it might limit my skill as well as the examples of it 

may not be the best quality. However, I’m sure it will help greatly. 

Application: Easier Frame by Frame management and knowledge of making motion in between. 
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Animation Types 
 

 2D animation 3D animation 
 
 

Pros 

Personal Experience 
Personal Enjoyment of this type 

Personal Relation to this type through childhood 
films 

Lots of room for creativity 

Very Modern 
Allows more realistic visuals 

Result can be amazing 
Highly used today 

High Marks rewarded 
 
 

Cons 

 

Isn’t realistic 
Starts to become an outdated approach 

High risk of poor quality 

No personal Experience 
No personal Enjoyment from making this type due 

to lack of experience 
Is quite new- no personal relation 

Limited creativity 
 

 
Note: some of these overlap 

 

 Stop Motion Clay Animation CG Animation Hand Drawn Flip Book 
 
 

Pros 

 

Doesn’t require 
computer 

Control over animation 

 

Doesn’t require 
computer 

Control over animation 

 

Is easier to handle 
errors 

Control over the path 
of  animation 

 

Doesn’t require 
computer 

Control over animation 

 

Doesn’t require 
computer 

Control over animation 

 

Cons 
 

Lots of room for 
mistakes 

Filming experience 
Needed 

 

Lots of room for 
mistakes 

Filming experience 
needed 

 

Computer data may be 
lost or corrupted 

Over simplified process 

 

Time consuming 
Lots of room for 

mistakes 

 

Tedious Process 
Very time consuming 
Oriented around paper 
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Inspiration 
 

 

 

 
 

Monkey Rag is a cheery animation accompanied by The Song "Monkey Rag" performed by Asylum Street Spankers. It has colour, memorable characters and 

a lot to learn from, including movement, character expressions and overall rhythm of the 

animation. 
 
 
 

True Tail is a project, an upcoming TV show about 6 characters getting involved in a magical 

adventure. The characters are very appealing and the animation has a distinct style. I learnt a lot 

from this resource, observing the trailer I found out the angle shots can be also made with 

animation and make an amazing impact on the overall feel of the animation. 

 
 

Wolfsong is an incredibly touching tale of a hunter 

and mother wolf, just trying to save her baby. The 

animator uses a lot of techniques to make the action flow more and uses character expressions to portray 

how they feel. Plus this animation has an incredible storyline, inspiring me to have concept to my work. 
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Disney movies, new and old, have been inspirations for kids all over 

the globe. As a kid you focus on the entertaining parts; the colours, 

the heroes, the adventures and the fun. As you grow to become an 

animator, artist or a film maker you start to realise the work put 

into each frame, the detail in motion and the beauty of art. Movies 

with Disney characters taught me to make a great plot put effort 

into fluid movement and create vibrant and relatable characters. 

Inspiration 
 

 
 
 
 

 
“Studio Ghibli”’s films show magic and heart to the viewers. Films like “Spirited 

Away” and “Howl’s moving castle” have left an impression on me till today. The well 

selected soundtrack and very likable characters engage the audience as they discover 

the wonders of the fictional worlds created by the animators. 

These selections of films inspired me to make the animation interesting and 

entertaining, as well as put effort into the work because the aftermath will be more 

than rewarding. 
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Inspiration (cont.) 
 

 

 

 
Rating: G 

Features: Music, Colour, Vector Animation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlEb3L1PIco 

This animation features amazing motion harmonizing with music and effects 
that makes the animation memorable enough to play on repeat. 

 
 
 
 

 
Rating: G 

Features: Style, Soundtrack, Storyline 
http://vimeo.com/70976988 

 
 
 
 

 
This animation is elegant and focuses on the story and the style of the 

animation. This work is enjoyable and sweet 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlEb3L1PIco
http://vimeo.com/70976988
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Rating: G 

Features: Metaphor, Colours, Style 
http://vimeo.com/49023572 

This animation tells a powerful message, still not taking away from the 
Disney like style and wonderful landscape drawing. 

  
Rating:  M 

Features: Storyline, Black& white + tint, voiceover 
http://vimeo.com/3985019 

This animation is although containing blood and animal abuse mention, 
doesn’t fail to tell an amazing story along with ode telling voiceover. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://vimeo.com/49023572
http://vimeo.com/3985019
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Materials 
 

 

 

My research on materials won’t be changing my work drastically as I have most of the technology I need and don’t need to buy anything to suit my needs. 

However for my processes I may need to research animation techniques with books and tutorials, some of which might are not free. I am fine with that 

however, as it will enhance the quality of my work. 
 

 Sony Xperia Camera Canon Camera Instant Camera New camera 
 

Advantages 
 Available 

 High quality Camera 

 Accessible/Easy to 
use 

 Professional 

 Available 

 Instant Print 

 Available 

 Meets my 
requirements 

 
Disadvantages 

 Not quite a camera 

 Loss of data 

 Old/bad quality  Waste of Film 

 Time consuming to 
get right 

 Expensive 

 Home PC My laptop School computer New camera 
 

Advantages 
 Available 
 Works well 

 Bigger screen 

 Portable 
 Available 
Has all programs 

available 

 Powerful 
 Fast 

 Available in school 

 New computer 
meeting my 
requirements 

 

Disadvantages 
 Shared 

 Not portable 
 Problems with RAM  Backup needed 

 Doesn’t have 
additional programs 

 Expensive 

 My Tablet School Tablet New Tablet  
  Available 

 Works Well 
 Bigger 

 Available 

 Works well 

 New tablet meeting 
my requirements 

 

 
 

Evaluation: For camera, I will use my phone’s camera as it is available, easy to use and is high quality. My laptop and school computer will both be used as 

they are for my personal use and have a good processor. Both mine and school tablets will be used as getting a new tablet wouldn’t quite make sense 
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Processes/Technologies. 
 

 

 

File Types 
To ensure my project is high quality I will put some research into file types, 
their descriptions and deduct by the information which ones do I need to 

use for my project. 
For Animation: 

Export as: GIF, BMP, SWF, JPG, PNG, MOV, WAV, AVI- 
For Images: 

Export as: JPEG, TIF, GIF, BMP, PNG 
For Video: 

Export as: FLV, AVI, MOV, WMV, MP4, MPG 
For Audio: 

Export as: WAV, MP3, 

 

    
 Name Description Application 
 Google Search engine I will use Google to 

navigate between 
websites and 

research. 
 Flash Tutorials YouTube tutorials 

from various 
channels 

I will use this to 
gain more 

confidence and skill 
in making of my 

work 
 Video Tutorials YouTube 

tutorials/Video Co- 
pilot 

I will use this to 
gain skill in editing 

 Sound Resources Website including 
free sound effects 

I will use this for 
my sound track and 
put it in with music 

 Guides to drawing 
storyboards/animatics 

Website containing 
information 

I will use this to 
make professional 
storyboard to use 

later on for my 
work 

 Camera Angle Knowledge Brief knowledge of 
angles like close ups 

and zoom ins 

I will use this to 
work with V-cam as 

well as make the 
work more 
intriguing 
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Animation 

 

Software most often used for animation which is 

also perhaps the most practical and easy to use 

would be Adobe Flash Professional. The 

constantly evolving features, platform capable of 

handling endless uses and the professional layout 

of the software would make Adobe the first 

software considered. 
 

Some key features include: 
 

-Support of variety of devices 
-Easy to use interface 
-Customizable tools 
-Feature of coding buttons/toggle options 
-Popular, therefore has a big support network 
-Supports various export files 

 
Other competitors include: 
-Synfig 
-Polycode 
-Toon Boom 
-GoAnimate 

Software 
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Tools in Flash: Buttons 
 
 
 

A great feature in Flash is the presence of the ability 

to export a flash file which runs a particular code 

meaning that if you choose to make this feature, the 

characters/symbols/objects can respond accordingly 

to the mouse click of the viewer. This can be as 

simple as the button “Start” or “Play” in the 

beginning of the flash animation to require input of 

the user and end with a complicated code which 

adds on a skill to the project. 
 

The pros of this feature is the added skill and 

additional effort pulled into the animation which is 

approached in a different way. Conveniently and 

personally, it would be much easier to fix errors in 

the code as well as write the commands altogether 

counting in my experience with Java code. 

 
 

The cons of coding is the additional amount of work 

that is required for fixing errors. Ideally, if the time 

allowed I could consider to make a decent chunk of code worthy of noting however my due date doesn’t allow that at all. With heavy debugging and overall 

effort included with complex frame by frame animation, it’s not smart to take another look at this feature. Small features like a play button might be a small 

effort to make however that comes with a price of exporting. I plan to edit the animation by converting it to a video file which means that the file will not 

support the ActionScript. 
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Tools in Flash: Bone Tool 
 
 
 

The bone tool is a very useful easy to use feature that allows a 

drawing to maintain a skeletal structure like human bones. It’s 

nifty as you can manipulate it as you want with option like 

“constrain” which allows only a certain amount of movement 

to be done, making it look more natural and more like a bone. 

There’s also a possibility to export the file as flash which means 

the viewer can also move the objects of body parts in Real 

Time. 

The cons of this is that the Real Time feature might not be used 

due to me preferring to convert it to a video file. Plus, there is 

technically no need for such a feature in my animation as I am 

not developing a game or an app. 

The bone toon in Flash, however, might make it easier to 

manipulate body parts frame by frame. There’s a risk of 

decreasing animation quality due to uneven lines and even 

overly smooth animation which differs from the rest of the 

body. The best way to know is of course to try it in the 

animation and see how it goes. If I’m able to sacrifice the 

quality of the animation to the bare minimum but save time with this tool, I will use it. Because of this I’ll also try and use simple shapes for body parts that 

would make it easier for the tool to not interfere with the animation too much. 
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Video Editing 
 

From the begging of planning my animation, I have decided to use basic video editing after I have done the animation. Not only is it easier to put in the 

audio and sync it to the timeline, additional editing will put the animation together and output it in a video format which is easier to play than an animation 

file like swf. The top program I had in mind was 

Adobe Premiere Pro.  It is available to me without 

additional costs, has a professional layout and 

delivers the quality of video I am after. 
 

Some key features include: 
 

-Easy to view timeline/Easy to cut and move clips 

-Includes a lot of effects, transitions and more 

-Enhanced masking and tracking 

-Fast to apply affects 

-Audio manipulation 

-Colour grading 
 

 
Other competitors include: 
-PowerDirector 
-Corel 
-Pinnacle 
-Sony Movie Studio 

(Note: most of these require a lot of money- beyond $100) 
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Presentation and Export 
 

 

- 

 

 
Paint Tool SAI- backgrounds, drawing Adobe Photoshop- editing, making practice 

animations 
Adobe Flash- animation Adobe Premiere- video and audio editing 

 
 
 
 

GIF- not supported 

GIF 
-Supports transparency 
-Animation support 
-Lossless 

 

-Supports 256 colours 
-Large file sizes 

 
Verdict: Good for animation and images with 
precise lines. I will use this to store small 
animations in an easy-to –view image file 

 
 
 
 

MP4- not supported 

AVI 
-Can play in mainstream media players 
-Lossless 
-Good too play with DVD’s 

 

-No standard Aspect ratio information 
-Large file size 

 
Verdict: has a few issues with playback 

JPG/JPEG- 
-Supports 256+ colours 
-Usually okay to compress 

 

-Will discard a lot of data 
-Doesn’t support transparency 
-Doesn’t support ‘sharp edges’ 

 
Verdict: Good for small size images, not so 
much for line art. 

JPG/JPEG- 
-Supports 256+ colours 
-Usually okay to compress 

 

-Will discard a lot of data 
-Doesn’t support transparency 
-Doesn’t support ‘sharp edges’ 

 
Verdict: Good for small size images, not so 
much for line art. 

AVI 
-Can play in mainstream media players 
-Lossless 
-Good too play with DVD’s 

 

-No standard Aspect ratio information 
-Large file size 

 
Verdict: seems to be compatible and great to 
export. 

MP4 
-High Quality 
-Relatively flexible object structure 
-Large hardware support 

 
-fixes most of AVI’s disadvantages 

 
Verdict: seems to be compatible and great 
to export. 

PNG- 
-Small file size 
-Transparency support 

 

-Not good for big images 

-Can’t be animated 
-Not supported by some browsers 

 
Verdict: Good for small size images and 
overall fits my criteria 
This file will be used for my backgrounds and 
my image files. 

PNG- 
-Small file size 
-Transparency support 

 

-Not good for big images 

-Can’t be animated 
-Not supported by some browsers 

 
Verdict: Good for small size images and 
overall fits my criteria 
This file will be used for my backgrounds and 
my image files. 

 
**Vector vs Bitmap 
Common Bitmap files include: PNG, GIF, and JPG. 
Common Vector Formats include: Al, CDR, and WMF. 
Bitmap images are made up of pixels in a grip. Bitmap images are resolution 
dependant, therefore it is difficult to change image size without sacrificing quality. 
Vector images rely on mathematical calculations rather than pixels delivering the 
highest quality. 
Although vector is great at storing quality images, this feature isn’t needed in my 
animation and vector sizes are rarely good files for editing. 

PNG >> PNG >> AVI >> MP4 

(sai, psd, bmp, jgp, jpeg, png,tga) (psd, bmp, jpg, jpeg, gif, png, tga) 
(psd, bmp, gif, jpg, jpeg, png, swf, tif, swf, gif, png, mov, 

avi, wav) (avi, gif, mov, mp4, mpg, wav, mp3) 

SAI Photoshop Flash Premiere 
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Tutorial Examples 
 

 

 

Some examples of the tutorials I am using for animation and drawing up of frames: 
 

 

 

 
http://www.youtube.com/user/DrawWithJazza http://www.youtube.com/user/DrawWithJazza http://www.youtube.com/user/Sycra

http://www.youtube.com/user/DrawWithJazza
http://www.youtube.com/user/DrawWithJazza
http://www.youtube.com/user/Sycra


 

Resources 
 

This is the Flash V-Cam, virtual animation camera.Instead of having to move all 

of the parts of theanimation along the fixed stage to show motion, theV-Cam 

can be applied to give the same effect withouthaving to go through all of the 

work.It was originaly developed by Sham Bhangal, author of "Flash Hacks" for a 

short film project. I have redesigned it to give it a better look, the action script 

and idea was developed by Sham Bhangal. 

 
 

V-Cam is a virtual camera used in Flash to make the animation flow more 

smoothly, allow faster progress and develop the animators skill. It works as a 

code and simply crops the scene the the camera area, the final product having 

camera pans and angles much like real life footage. 

I found the idea to be very helpful and useful. I got the code off the tutorial and 

will use it for my animation to help with speeding up my progress, increasing 

the level of skill displayed and boosting my animation quality 

 
 
 
 

Animatics are animated storyboards. They are used for various purposes 

depending on the medium for which the are being produced. Animatics are used 

every day in the advertising industry to test commercials. 

They're used to preview scenes of live-action films before they are shot. You'll 

also find animatics in the pre-production stages of animation and in the video 

game industry.  
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Animatics 
 

 

 

Animatics are links between storyboards and animation- not sophisticated enough to become a 

full animation but contains more information than storyboarding. They are mainly used to get the 

pace and rhythm of the movement and as rough guides for frames to be drawn in later on. 

 

The process goes from a rough idea of the animation already (storyboards are always helpful), the 

Sketches being paced through the timeline. After 

that, the key poses are put into the animation- the 

main position of lips, limbs and other movements 

of the body. 

In the example to the right, the body is separated 

into different variations of limb, head and mouth 

movements. In flash however, it is more 

applicable to draw in the key frames with onion 

skin tool. 

The animatic is viewed again and again, and the timing of the frames is tweaked to desired pace- Fast 

movements having more frames and talking scene having only a few frames in between. When it is 

completed, the sound can be edited and final changes can be made. Then, the final animation process 

begins. 
 

I will use this process to get an idea of what I will be making and simplify the process of animation. 
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References 
 

 

Video reference is a great way to bring realistic motion to characters and objects. I have 

found a channel that will act as a library for specifically made videos that show different 

walk cycles and movements of different characters. It is easy to make a mistake in 

animation if you don’t have a reference at hand. I am aiming to provide animation that is 

high quality and has a bounce in walk that I always love in animated works so this will be 

extremely useful. 

I am also aiming to capture my own videos if I need a motion reference and don’t have the 

source available online. This will be great in boosting the list of skills displayed in the 
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Progress as it also includes filming and usage of camera angles. 

 

References for camera angles, movement and shots allow me to 

understand the link between the subject and the viewer and how I 

might want to translate ideas with angles. (Eg. Using birds eye for 

weak character, worm’s eye for strong ones) 

 

Evaluation [Term 2]: I have decided there is enough to do already 
so I won’t be filming my own footage to submit. 
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Camera Shots and Angles 
 

Shot Sizes- (Extreme close up, big close up, close up, mid close up, medium shot, long shot) 
 

Shot sizes are used to emphasize an emotion or highlight features of the subject. In animation, if a long shot is 

used there will be less detail paid to the objects/subjects but that time goes in drawing up an overall image and 

building up the scene, which gives us an establishment of the setting. The closer the camera is to the subject, 

the more detail is seen in the shot, much like in real life we see more detail the closer we look. Close ups are 

used to display a notable features such as an eye, a tear drop or 

more complex would be an example of eyes shifting from one place 

to the next and the camera zooming on the eyes. This delivers 

emotion like stress, danger and immediacy. 

Angle shots- (Overhead, High angle, wide high angle, eye level, low 

angle) 

The angles are also used to depict information and tone of the 

situation depicted in the shot. If an overhead shot or a wide angle 

shot is used the subject would appear to be smaller than the 

camera’s height and therefore vulnerable, although an overhead is a 

very extreme depiction of that and can also be used to deliver a 

state of mind on the subject as we don’t usually see people in this angle. An effective eye level shot can deliver 

the tone of the moment, usually a conversation or a moment in time between people as we interact with people 

on that level. If effectively used, a good eye level shot can also present emotion of both subjects and their 

relationship. Low angle shot would be filmed from below and therefore make the subject bigger and look more 

powerful. An over-the-shoulder angle is used to show personal perspective of a character, making us see what 

they see. 
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Storyboard Types 
 

For my animation, it is essential to have at least a rough guideline to where I’m heading. For most part, animators use storyboards to get an overall visual 

representation of their ideas. That includes camera angles and shots of a certain part of the movie and annotations to go along with panels. Animators also 

use an animatic to capture the timing and roughly base the animation off it. 
 

Traditional Storyboards 
 

These storyboards are series of detailed 

sketches an artist creates under director’s 

supervision if it is applied. They can be printed 

on heavy paper and hung up on a wall or be a 

notebook that can be brought on set. They 

can also include every scene in the film or can 

only have five scenes or so. 
 

Thumbnail Storyboards 
 

These require less time and detail as the 

sketches are small and collected on a single 

sheet of paper. These storyboards are used by 

comic book artists to ensure the action runs 

smooth. These can also be used to sketch 

traditional storyboards 
 

Animatics 
 

These are more modern and include an element of timing in the storyboard. These are sketches animated to show 

one by one to create a sense of rhythm. Animatics can be used for animation, filmmaking and advertising and can 

include anything from Claymation to digital sketches. Digimatics are similar to animatics, used in advertising. 
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Animation Resources 

(http://animationresources.org/instruction-preston-blairs-advanced-animation/ 

 
 

   

 
Preston Blair’s Animation Book- 

 

I have been recommended this resource as its author is an American character animator who worked at Walt Disney productions on classics like Pinocchio 

and Bambi. Even though the book is fairly old, the pages of the book include reference for things like key frames for walk cycles, examples of facial 

expressions and lip syncs and tips for making a smooth animation path. The process of animating obviously changed from hand drawing on page to 

computer animation, but the skills shown here apply for any animation technique- frame by frame, 3d, stop motion etc. 

http://animationresources.org/instruction-preston-blairs-advanced-animation/
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Richard Williams’ The Animator’s Survival Kit- 
 

The Author of this book is Richard Williams, an animator for Walt 

Disney productions and a producer for “Who framed Roger Rabbit”. 

This book LIVES up to its name. It has over 300 pages of animation tips, 

guides and tricks to help me out and it’s not just aimed at a beginner, 

but as a constant reference for advanced animators. It is an amazingly 

helpful guide, so much that I am considering buying the book. 

This will come in handy when I’m making a walk cycle or creating a 

character for animation as now I will know which objects are the 

easiest to move and keep track of. 
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Adding Skills 
 

 

Adding things like magic will help me work more with other elements of flash like 

transperancy, glow and lighting on the skin. This will make my animation look more 

varied in skill and add effects to my work. 

 
 

I decided to use video editing to add more skills to my work. The reason for that was in 

case my work would turn out to be worse than expected in terms of quality, the video 

editing will add on the marks I need. 
 

The video effects I may include in the video may be- 
 

-Lens Flare 

-Blur 

-Graphics in the intro 

-Zoom in 

 
Lens Flare 

 

Lens flare is an unwanted image formation due to light scattering on the glass. This can 

bring a dramatic effect to use with the worm’s view camera angle. 

Blur 
 

Blur can be used in motion or to make the character stand out from the background.  I can 

use this to add more definition to the scene as this isn’t something you can do in Flash. 
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Intro for the video 
 

The intro doesn’t quite require many special effects as it is drawn, however I might consider 

doing something with a simple text that still displays high level of skill such as basic 

typography. It would fit well with the theme and will help me learn new things. 

 
 

Panning/Zooming in 
 

What V-Cam won’t be capable of doing, I will do in after Effects as it shouldn’t be hard to do 

so. This will help me if I feel like the Vcam isn’t quite working in a particular scene or I need 

more advanced editing. 
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Audio 
 

 

 

Audio in animation is one of the most important features of the work- it helps sets the mood, entertains the viewers and provides a memorable impression 

of the whole animation. If the audio didn't quite match the theme, the work wouldn't carry its message across and will be ineffective. 

Audio I'll be using will contain music and non-diegetic sound like special sound effects. With help of sound editing I will blend the tracks together and try 

and make it flow nicely through animation. 

The only problem I know I will encounter is copyright issues and difficulty finding free sound sources. That I know from my previous experiences and will try 

to overcome this issue with careful research. 

http://animation.about.com/od/referencematerials/a/freemusicsound.htm 

This website gave me a list of websites that don’t interfere with copyright. I 

could not worry about it and download copyrighted music, however I know 

these resources will be helpful later on and other than that, I’m helping pretty 

much only me by putting in time to research these sources. 
 

From here on its trial and error. 
 

Stereobot 
 

Has great easy to use tagging system and contains a wide range of music in 

different genres, however it is not free and I do not fit the criteria for free 

downloads. 

http://animation.about.com/od/referencematerials/a/freemusicsound.htm
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Incompetech 
 

This website is by far most helpful, as it offers great music and is free. I tried to download a track or two and both worked well. I have also found fitting 

music to a couple of scenes I had in mind and was pleasantly surprised and 

satisfied. 
 

Flashkit 
 

The sound tracks are all free, however they are usually short and the track variation 

is limited 

Free sound 
 

This website I liked a lot as it had a simple layout, had availability to download and 

included long tracks which I needed. The only limitation of the site is the login 

before downloading but that should be no problem 
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SELECTION AND JUSTIFICATION 

Processes 

Frame by Frame vs Tween 
 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

High Quality Lacks a guide for consistency 

Drawing only Time consuming 

Easy to navigate through the progress Tedious 
 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Easy to use Limited frames 

Time saving Low quality animation 

Easy to manipulate  

 

Selection: I was having difficulty with choosing just with what process I should carry on with, as one had the quality but was time consuming, and 

another didn’t offer the range of freedom I need but was time saving. However, judging by my ability to draw and lack of knowledge in tweening, I decided 

to stick to what I do best. I chose for my animation to be frame-by-frame. 



 

 

Animation vs Animation + Real Life footage 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Selection: In the beginning I had a lot of doubts about my project and which 

one of these choices was the right thing for me to do, however I realised I will be 

putting in equal efforts into both and the choice is mine alone. When looking at my 

experience and comparing the amount of time I spent drawing vs the time I spent 

filming, the choice will be on the side of animation alone. 

Animation 

Advantages Disadvantages 

High Quality Has room for mistakes 

Personally, very easy to understand Time consuming 

Delivers a lot of customisation Tedious 

 

Real Life Footage 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Advanced Difficult for me to understand 

Shows a lot of skill More work 

Proven to get the marks Less experienced in the field 
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Animation vs 3D animation 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Animation 

Advantages Disadvantages 

High Quality Has room for mistakes 

Personally, very easy to understand Time consuming 

Delivers a lot of customization Tedious 

3D 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Advanced Difficult for me to understand 

Shows a lot of skill More work 

Proven to get the marks Less experienced in the field 

Selection: 3D animation shares its advantages and disadvantages with the live 

Footage- it is highly sophisticated and guaranteed a lot of marks; however personally, 

I wouldn’t go for it just because I know animation much better. 
 

Not to mention rendering in programs like Blender is a pain. 
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Materials 
Computers 

 
School Computer; 

Model: Lenovo7360BB5 

Processor: Dual 2.60 GHz Pentium Dual-Core E5300 

RAM:  1.85 GB 

 

Personal Laptop 

Model: Aspire V7-582P 

Processor: Intel Core i5-4200U CPU, 2.30 GHz 

RAM: 4 GB 

Personal Custom Built Computer 

Model: -- 

Processor: Intel Pentium G20, 2.60 Ghz 

RAM:  8 GB 

 
IPad Mini- Theory work/backing up data 

 

 

Selection: I will be mostly spending my time working on my laptop and my school computer, as my theory, portfolio and my work all rely on me 

working on the computer. I will attempt to bring my laptop to classes to make it easier to transfer files around, as well as concentrate on doing my work 

rather than procrastinating at home. Personal computer in the living room will be used as back up to store the occasionally updated data- I assume every 

month or so as my past laptops had the tendency to crash and burn, losing all my files. 
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ge stabilization 

 

Camera 
 

 

Sony Xperia Phone Camera (LT26ii) 
 

Memory: 32 GB storage, 1 GB RAM 
 

Primary: 12 MP, 4000x3000 pixels, autofocus, LED flash. 
 

Features: Geo-tagging, touch focus, face and smile detection, 3D sweep panorama, ima 

Video: 1080p @ 30fps, continuous autofocus, video light 

Pros: HD, Easy to Use, Portable, Can connect to Cloud 
 

Canon Camera 
 

Memory: Depends on the card (32 GB) 

Primary: 22.3MP, 5760 x 3840 

Features: -- 
 

Video: 1080p @ 30fps, continuous autofocus, video light 

Pros: HD, Professional, SD card storage 

Instax Instant Camera 
 

Memory: --- 
 

Primary: 62 x 46mm picture size, Real image finder, 0.37x, with target spot 

Pros: Instant, Aesthetic 
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Tablet 
 

 

 

Wacom Intuos Small (Personal Tablet) 
 

Model: CTL-480 
 

Features: Small working space, portable, pressure sensitive 
 
 
 

Wacom Intuos Medium/large (School Tablet) 
 

Model: CTL-480 
 

Features: Small working space, portable, pressure sensitive 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Selection: Instax isn’t really practical to use as many pictures will take up film and the pictures then need to be scanned. Canon camera even though 

professional, is hard to use for a beginner like me and can’t be used to share files online. Therefore, my pick would be my phone’s camera as it delivers high 

quality, cloud access and my experience with it will make it easier for usage. 

Selection: The tablet that is used at home and school one are the same model but have different sizing. Therefore it will be no problem connecting 

school tablet to my laptop in class, however it will problematic to do the opposite: My tablet can’t be plugged into school computer because I’m not an 

admin. Therefore, I will use my personal tablet at home and school one in class. 



 

 

Animation Software 
 

 
 

 
 

Video Editing Software 
 

 
 

 

Adobe Flash CS6 Professional Go Animate! ToonBoom 

-Range of tools 
-Hard to get the hang of 
-High Quality Animation 

-Easily Customizable 

-Really easy to use 
-Non Customizable 

-No experience with this program 

-More extensive features 
-No experience with this program 

Selection: Out of all three, Flash would have more animation tools, sophisticated layout and if manipulated correctly would give out excellent results. 

Go Animate! Is extremely easy to use however it is really basic and would do most of the tasks for you. Toon boom is a great program however it would 

take me a while to figure it out, which isn’t smart in terms of time management. 

Adobe Premiere CS6 
-Range of tools 

-Hard to get the hang of 

-High Quality editing 
-Professional 

Windows Movie Maker 
-Easy to use 

-Bad quality output 
-Freezes 

Selection: Even though I am familiar with editing in Movie maker, Premiere is way more professional, you can save the videos in more high definition 

and the tools offered are very advanced. 
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Image Editing Software 

 

Photoshop CS6 
 

Easy Paint Tool SAI 
 

Paint 

-Range of tools 
-Hard to get the hang of 

-High Quality editing 
-Professional 

-Relatively Professional 
-I have Experience with this program 

-Pressure sensitive 
-Easy to Use 

-Simple 
-Easy layout 

-No advanced tools 

 

 

 
 

Text Editing Software 
 

 

 

 

Selection: I will use all three, for different tasks. Adobe Photoshop will be used for editing, editing levels of the image (mostly backgrounds) and adding 

effects. SAI will be used for drawing and sketching out the concept drawings and storyboards as well as backgrounds. Paint will be used mostly for portfolio 

Microsoft Office 
Word 

Features: easy layout 

Google Docs 
Features: Online 

access 

NotePad 
Features: Easy to use 

Selection: I will work with both Word and Google Docs as Office word allows me to control the full creation of portfolio and theory and Docs will 

make it easier for me to do theory work on the go. Notepad would not have enough tools to do a good job 
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Sound Editing Software 
 

 
 

 
 

File Types 

 

Animation- 
GIF, BMP, SWF, JPG, PNG, MOV, 

WAV, AVI, MP 

 

Images- 
JPEG,TIF,GIF,BMP,PNG 

 

Video- 
FLV, AVI, MOV, WMV, MP4, MPG 

 

Audio- 

WAV, MP3 

 

Selection: GIF saves as an image 
while the rest save as video 

formats. I will use this as back up 
if the video files take too long, 

however I will probably use MOV, 
WAV, AVI or MP4, depending on 

which one the Flash Supports 
most and has a better outcome. 

MP4 is the most recent format so 
I’m hoping the programs support 

the file format. 

 

Selection: JPEG and BMP are 
formats that compress the file 
and so aren’t as high quality as 

the others. TIF is usually not 
supported by some programs. GIF 
is great for animation but is quite 

useless unless you use it for 
multiple images. PNG would 

probably be the best option for 
me to use. 

 
 

Selection: From what I have 
researched, AVI, MOV, WMV and 
MP4 Deliver the best quality and 
MP4 loses the least data as well 

as have less limitations. 

 
 

Selection: Depending on the 
program support I will use either, 
although MP3 would be the best 

option because of the recent 
format and lossless compression. 

Audacity- 
Features: Easy 

manipulation of audio, 
Easy layout 

FL Studio 11 
Features: Creation of 
music, Professional 

Adobe Premiere 
Features: Easy 

manipulation of audio, 
Easy layout 

Selection: Even though creation of music sounds really fun, it will take time to take used to the layout, let alone worry about an outcome not being the 

best. Audacity will be used to put in effects and Adobe Premiere will be used to mix tracks on the timeline. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS 
 

I had a tough choice to pick from in the beginning- whether or not I wanted to carry on with animation or do something different like 3D or animation 

combined with film. Due to lack of examples of animation projects that got high marks to help me out, I was left confused of what I wanted to do. As I tried 

learning about motion tracking from tutorials, I realized my lack of skill in it and my disinterest in it. In the end I ended up being sure about Flash animation 

as I knew I would achieve the best results I can as well as improve my skill in animating. 

Next was a choice between doing frame by frame animation or using symbols and tweens; both had their challenges and advantages. I am still deciding if 

the tweens is something I want to use in between some frames, however I am more certain on the frame by frame as it allows me more control. 

I’ve had previous experience with Flash, however it was never as advanced as making an animation as time consuming as this. Because of my lack of actual 

skill in Flash and low confidence in my time management, I realized I would be challenging myself if I carried on with the idea, which got me into doing it. 

From my major minor, I realized I can very much carry on with the animation because so far the small practices look quite good. However I also realized 

that I need to manage my time well, don’t worry too much about the shading or coloring and stick to good sketches whilst drawing frames and see what 

time allows. 

My ideas always included dynamic, expressive characters and an entertaining plot. Animals are known in film as expressing their emotions in ears and tails- 

something humans obviously lack which I found interesting and was ready to work with it. Unfortunately, I overestimated the time I have and gave up on 

the idea due to the complexity of animation. 

For now, I am thinking over whether my animation should derive its ideas from the accompanying music, or have its own plotline with music in the 

background. Hence I am inspired by a symbol animation “Ghost”; I like the idea of animation accompanying music. In the video, the animation is purely 

based off a song and the rhythm of the song fits the rhythm of animation, the heads of characters bobbing to the rhythm. This can be what I will be doing 

for my project. 
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Further Development 
 

Magic I think is what is the most commonly used element in animation, whether the subject is coming to 

life, the animals talk or there’s a magical fight going on- it’s true to say no one wants to animate 

something that would be ordinary enough for actors to enact. There’s just something supernatural about 

multiple pictures forming into a great story and so I decided magic would be a key element for my 

animation also. 

My main characters will be wizards. This way not only will I be able to incorporate different skills I will also 

make the plot entertaining. They will also be 

ordinary people trying to hide their abilities. In 

early stages of the brain storming I decided one 

will get angry over the other, as the other 

wizard uses “fake cheap magic tricks” to 

entertain the crowd. I really loved the idea and 

made sure to give a moral in the ending so the 

animation is light hearted and happy.
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Rough Storyboard Draft 
 
As I was planning on doing my animatic as my second 
storyboard, I did not have to concentrate on the quality of the 
drawings in the panels as I would only be basing my animatic 
off these sketches briefly.  
 

Evaluation [Term 1]: After editing my animatic, I have 

noted that the 

Final rough animation looked very different to my 

storyboard draft. Originally, I thought it would be best to 

draw a new storyboard to fit the animatic. 

This was, however, expected as some scenes just didn’t 

appeal in animated form and the timing/angles had to be 

changed up. 

I have decided it would be best to rely on my animatic as 

the final storyboard. 
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Animatic Screenshots 
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Testing 
 

Before the production of my actual work, I have decided to 

test various things before I started. I wanted the final 

animation to be a demonstration of my skills that also 

displayed the best of my ability. That means I had to get some 

practice before I started. 

One of my practice animations I did was a test of whether I 

could handle the movement of tails or ears in my animation. 

That animation 

was also meant to serve as the main practice for remembering how to navigate around Flash since I have not 

done it in a while. It proved to be very 

useful as I learnt various shortcuts, went 

through tutorials and looked at how the 

frame by frame animation looked. 

Another testing I did was simple movement 

animations each lasting for about 5 

seconds. These included animated 

characters jumping, walking and showing 

emotion like shock. This helped me a lot 

with the final scenes as I already knew how 

to get certain movement by using various 

techniques. 
 

I also did a bit of testing for video editing whilst working on my animatic. I had to use 

basic editing like slow motion, transitions and others to put the animatic together and 

see how my animation would look like roughly with all the scenes combined. 
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Audio research was mainly done in the spare time to test how well soundtracks would fit my animation. I have also used Audacity previously and roughly knew 

what the layout was like before starting to work on it.  

 

Below are some of the examples of animating I did, saved as GIF’s for easier viewing and lesser data storage. With these animations I got an understanding of 

the process of animating and getting a feel of my capabilities. This helped me pick animation for my major skill.  I have tested the flow of animation, different 

ways of animation (such as working with in-betweens vs. drawing each frame one by one). 
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DESIGN MODIFICATION INCLUDING MATERIALS, COMPONENTS AND PROCESS 
 
Throughout the process of creating my project I encountered some difficulties that caused me to change my idea, some elements of the animation and the process. 
Mainly these were encountered during the early stage (eg. The animatic or the editing of the animatic) so they could be fixed early and not really impact my 
project. 
 
 
V-CAM 
Once it came time to use the V-Cam I have decided to test it first on a smaller, easy 
animation. I have created the animation and set out the movements of the V-CAM. I then 
exported it as a gif as I did for many of my tests for easier viewing. However, due to the Flash 
code, the V-CAM did not appear as cropped angles I was hoping for. In fact, it showed the 
entire scene as it was, only the V-CAM appeared to move as a rectangle. I tried again with a 
video file as I’d edit the file later and the result appeared to be the same. 
 
Solution: 
 Using the V-Cam was only something additional for me to do to simplify my animation 
process. It wasn’t a big deal for me to not use it as I did not have scenes that required 
vigorous camera movement, zoom ins and others as the viewer has to pay attention to 
what’s happening. 
(Especially with absence of narration, only using music as aid for explaining) 
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Further Challenges- V-CAM  

Although the animation wasn’t affected by the problem with the V-CAM, further challenges occurred. 
Due to my animatic being long, I made sure to be safe and save the animatic in two parts, ready to 
apply the V-CAM to the second part of the animation. This however, later meant that I used a 
different canvas size for the second animation which proved to be difficult to edit in Premiere- two 
significantly different canvases meant to crop the bigger one or enlarge the smaller one as the 
resolution couldn’t be easily fixed.  
 
Solution: 
Fortunately, that was the animatic and the frame by frame animation would be made on the same 
canvas later on. I didn’t depend much on the animatic anyway, just the timing and the basic sketches.  
One other solution was to use Movie maker to scale the video files on the same canvas, and then edit 
in Premiere as the animatic didn’t seem to suffer in Movie Maker. 

Bubbles! 
At one point of my animatic I wanted to have the character, angry as he traps the 
audience in bubbles to quiet the noise.  The problem I had with the bubbles was 
making them look transparent with highlights of color was going to waste my time 
and the layers would complicate the animation furthermore. 
 
Solution: 
First idea would be to just make the bubbles semitransparent filled with certain color 

to contrast the background, which would save the amount of 
time spent on coloring the bubbles. 
Another trick would be to make the bubbles appear out of the 
ground rather than appear out of the magic itself, which 
means less time would be spent on working with alpha levels.  
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Storyboard 
My storyboard served as a way to drop down my ideas on the page and was done before my animatic was completed. During 
the making of the animatic however, the angles, shots and other were changed to maintain smooth timing following the 
animation. During these changes, the storyboard became outdated. 
Solution: 
I documented the change in my folio and will present screenshots of my animatic as the final storyboard as the animatic will 
serve as my final storyboard and I will follow it closely 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Time Plan 

 

 

Term 1 

P
lan

n
in

g Stage 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2  

Statement of Intent 
          

           

Planning / Research 
    

  

Sketching / Testing 
          

     

Moodle Work 
    

 

 

Term 2 

A
n

im
atic Stage 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2  

Justification and Selection 
       

      

Development of Ideas / Time Plan 
    

  

Animatic 
          

     

Moodle Work 
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Time Plan (cont.) 

 

Term 3 

A
n

im
atin

g Stage 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2  

OHS / Finance Plan 
          

           

Record of Production 
    

  

Animation 
          

     

6 min video 
        

         

 

Term 4 

Ed
itin

g Stage 

 1 2 3 4   

Record of Production 
   

   

Evaluation 
   

  

Editing / Backgrounds 
    

  

Print Folio 
     

     

 
 

       

Folio Work Animation Work Additional Work Expected Time Frame Actual Time Frame  Holidays 
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Finance Plan 

 
The costs for producing the animation were expected to be big, as the software with advanced tools such as Adobe is quite expensive and so were the 

expected costs for the planned storage since I needed a lot of space for all the files. This was resolved later on as the expenses were assessed and 
unnecessary products were cut out of the budget. Things like the graphics tablet and software were already provided, internet and other bills were 

payed by my family or my school and some products were unreliable such as storage or unneeded such as a second screen for my comfort. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Product  Description 
Price Expected Cumulative 

Total 
Actual Total 

Drawing Tablet 
 

 Wacom Intuos Pen & Touch Tablet Small ~ $ 150 $150  

Software 

 

Adobe Master Collection ~ $ 1, 500 $1650  

  Paint Tool SAI ~ $ 40 $1690  

Printing 

 

I cannot print 80 pages worth of Portfolio at home 
which means I have to get it done at printing 

services 

~ $ 40 $1730 $ 40 
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Storage  
 

Toshiba 2TB Canvio Connect Portable Hard Drive 
Silver 

~ $ 157 $1887  

Internet 

 

 ~ $ 100 $1987  

 
 

HDMI Cable  For second monitor ~ $ 20 $2007  

Second Screen 

 

HP Pavilion 23fi 23" Monitor LED Silver ~ $ 200 $2207  

    Total : $ 2,207 Total : $ 40 

 
 
In the end I only had to spend the total of about $40 dollars or less on printing. 
This cost is definably more suitable for my project compared to $ 2, 207+   that added up to my total.  I learned to sacrifice a few things and be more creative with my 
resources. For example, Google Drive, free online cloud storage, proved to be more reliable and more practical than a $100 Hard Drive. I was impressed with the total I 
had to spend and happily paid for printing of my portfolio.
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Record of Production 
 
 
 

After I have finished planning my Body of Work, I have made 

rough sketches of how the frames would look like and got an 

idea of the timing. Although I do call it the animatic, there are 

enough key frames for me to base off my work. With these 

guidelines it would be very easy to flesh out the frames. 

This process involved a lot of concentration and even a bit of 

reference. On the left is the example of one particular scene 

which is a close up of a hand of a character who snaps his 

fingers. Since this scene required a complex motion I have 

referenced my own hand using the laptop camera. With that I      

played back the footage and pinpointed key frames and 

transferred the guidelines onto the timeline. I used this 

technique for one or two more scenes of my animation, which 

proved to be very useful. 

The rest of the scenes required the storyboard and my 

concentration. I have made changes to my draft storyboard as 

expected, as it was just a rough base. I have referred the draft 

storyboard as I was making the animatic and referred to my 

animatic as I did the final storyboard. 

 

After long hours of working on the rough animation I have 

finally completed the scenes. Once that was done I had about 

a week of editing and putting in sounds for my animation. I 

exported the animated files out from Flash and into Premiere 

using the AVI file which didn’t lose a lot of data which I was 

happy with. 
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Sketching 
 

To avoid animation errors and inconsistency I decided to plan out the environment that my characters will be in. 

It is easier to imagine and sketch a set for my animation rather than rely on memory.  To plan this out, I would 

need sketches of the setting, background character location and design and designs for the characters. 

Specifications 

The main characters are two wizards, a boy and a girl. The designs had to be 

easy to sketch out and simple enough to fill in on every frame. With that 

kept in mind, most of the focus should be on the actual animation and the 

plot.  

Once I knew my specification, I knew I wouldn’t mind doing careful lining 

with black, then fill them with white and once the scene animation is 

complete, draw up the backgrounds.  

 

The background colors would give the scene the lightness 

and happiness I want, still being simple and easy to look at. I 

decided to use basic shapes and different tones of 

orange to save time and allow me to focus on my actual 

animation. 

 

My main concern was with background characters as most of 

the animation mistakes involve inconsistency with 

background placement eg. A character moving to the left 

once the shot is move back or items changing color or 

missing detail. Like most of my simplifying, I decided to represent crowds as simple organic shapes. For secondary characters (or audience) I wanted to plan 

the exact movement, cut down on the actual background characters and get their designs down.  
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The environment shows 

three crowds, three 

background characters and 

the path of the main 

character in the beginning 

of the animation. This will 

help me maintain the 

background consistant, for example, this is the backdrop for the 

environment behind the buildings (top picture to the right) and this is the 

background the second character is in front of (bottom picture on the 

right). The crowds are static as well as buildings and other props like table, while the hat, the background characters, special effects and the main characters 

move in a path.  
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Animating 

My animation combined frame by frame animation and tween animation, as both had really good qualities and made the process easier. In 

total animating took up most of term 2 through term 4, including the animatic and included in total of 38 scenes (each scene being a set of 

movements lasting on average of 4 seconds included into one shot of the camera). Unlike continuous animation, this method allowed me to 

frequently save my work in parts and divide the animation into short sets for better time management.  

 

 
 

 

The criteria for the animatic was to make basic movement sketches for each scene, both ensuring the timing was right, the movement was 

accurate as well as the overall rhythm of the animation looked good. The sketches were rough and were done in colors that weren’t black to 

avoid clashing. 
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Once the animatic was finished, the real animating began which was the 

most challenging part. I first imported the animatic scene and changed the 

layer only to show the outlines in bold colors. I have followed each scene’s 

animatic outlines and sketched the final lines, making sure no large gaps 

are left for the coloring process. The main colors of the characters are 

white and black, which meant I could easily color the shapes black and not 

worry too much about the details. The first frames I had to draw in were 

the key frames, as I could then establish the general movement in the in-

between frames. Sometimes I didn’t like the timing I used in the animatic 

and so I extended the duration of each frame and drew in between to 

make the animation smoother. Once the outlines were established and 

movement was created I then filled the scene with a bold bright color to 

see the white clearer as I could then fill in the white.  The colors varied 

thought out the animation process as sometimes the random guideline 

color clashed, but overall the green was used like a green screen to avoid 

any motion being disturbed.  

 

This was later proven to be useful, as I encountered some issues with 

storage and lost the files I was unable to save on the drive. Due to the 

color of the scenes, I was able to retrieve the footage from my video 

backup, then using color grading to add in the backgrounds through 

video editing.  
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Tweening/Symbols 

 

Despite my lack of experience with 

motion tweening flash I was still able to 

incorporate a range of skills in the 

production. This was achieved through 

the use of motion tweens through 

frames (as seen on the left), to 

transform frames as well as animating in 

symbols. When characters used magic, 

the bubbles, the force of the magic and 

the sparks were all using symbol effects like alpha (transparency), blur and glow.  This further 

added the skills in my animation as well as gave an impressive quality to the final product.  

 

Export 

The scenes were saved in both video and flash formats as I needed to be careful with the alpha effect and the backgrounds. Where alpha was 

used, I added the backgrounds in Flash. The rest of the backgrounds were added in with color grading for quicker editing.  

The file type used was AVI to export flash files to video editing software, once all the scenes were 

completed. Some scenes felt off rhythm, so I extended the duration for some scenes and re-exported the 

scenes back to video files. Overall, the export process was quite easy and quick.  
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Title 

The plan for my main title screen was to leave time in my animation to add in the intro later. In the earlier stages, it was meant to overlay the 

video as video effects appeared, then fading to be transparent. In the end, the character walked in front of the “camera”, fading the shot to black 

as the title screen is introduced.  

 

Since the animation is frame by frame, I wanted to tie the theme in nicely as the text 

would appear like it is written by hand. I struggled to get the quality I needed with using 

Premiere and the “stroke” effect. I needed to use the pen path to overlay the path onto 

the text, revealing the text slowly, creating the writing effect. This was unfortunately 

difficult and didn’t look all that great.  

 

I then tried using Flash and started exploring other options, wondering if Flash had any similar 

effects or alternatives. Turned out I could simply write the final text and erase part of each 

letter in each keyframe. I then reversed the frames, which gave me the perfect write on effect. 

I was very pleased with the outcome and since Flash was more familiar, I also added small stars above the text and added opacity and blurred pink glow. I 

then edited it in the final clips and tied in the clips before and after the title in Movie Maker.  
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Video Editing 

Due to difficulties with 

Premiere and After Effects, I 

decided to do most of the video 

editing in Movie Maker.  I 

inserted main backgrounds in 

every scene I saved in Flash, 

however two scenes were 

extracted from a video file and 

saved as an avi file. For those 

two scenes I had to use keying 

effect on a green background. Since all figures moving where black and white, 

this was easy, giving me a sharp animation with no background. I then put the background on another layer behind the animation, completing the 

background editing for the files.  

 

All the video clips were then imported in Windows Movie Maker as the files are easier to view 

and I could split the video if clips were too fast, for example, or the clip had one frame that 

stood out. I then imported the final file as an avi file, then playing the file and making small fix 

ups along the way, then imprting the video file again.  

 

When everything looked fine, the final file was saved on my computer and my drive. The final 

animation looked great with backgrounds done, ready for the sound/music editing. 
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Music / Sounds 

 

Once I was done with the video import, I had to add in 

the sound and music to my file. I decided to use websites 

differing from my original picks, using 

https://www.freesound.org and 

https://www.freeplaymusic.com/ websites to choose and 

download the files.  

I played the video and written the sounds I needed for my 

animation, such as applause from audience or crowd 

noises. I have then ticked off every sound as I 

downloaded appropriate files, all in a wav file type. I also 

selected a music track to go along with my animation 

from eclectic beats album on freemusic.com.  

 

I then imported the video file and edited my audio files, 

splitting each layer to match and fit the correct sounds. Once I was satisfied with each 

sound I imported the music file, seeing if it went well with the animation. I then 

exported the file again, this time with sound. 

 

Final Import 

Once I was done with sound/music editing I have rendered the file to an AVI file. As it 

took up a lot of space and a lot of time to transfer I imported the AVI file into Movie 

Maker, then saving another copy as an Mp4 file. 

 

 

 

https://www.freesound.org/
https://www.freeplaymusic.com/
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SAFE WORKING PRACTICES AND WH&S 
 

Although my major work’s production is relatively safe, it is good to acknowledge and resolve most of the issues to ensure of mine and other’s safety. The 

main two locations I will be working at are home and school. 
 

 
 

This chart is used to determine the potential hazards in the workspace, 1A being Frequent and has Catastrophic impact- which needs to be resolved 

immediately and 4E Being having a minor impact and is improbable which is the least concerning. This is very useful as you can assess a hazard and then 

scale it to visually represent it. 
 

The possible hazards are: 

 Unsafe Wiring 

 Ergonomic 

 Lighting 

 
 Air ventilation 

 Cluttered environment 
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Critical Improbable: Unsafe Wiring 
 

Cables/wiring that aren’t secured in place, tangled or exposed conductor can lead to fire, potential 

electrocution or at the very least sparks of electricity. 

Risk Assessment: 

The event although serious (3E), it can be easily avoided with a controlled plan and safety check-ups. 

Possible Solution: 

To prevent this hazard it is probably best to do one of the following: 

-If the cords are loose, a check-up from the authorized school staff is in order. If at home, it 

is best to have an organized solution like pulling all the cords away from the working area or 

bundling them up into a safe space. 

-If the cords are tangled at home, they should be untangled and put away from the working 

space 

 

Serious Occasional: Ergonomics 
 

Ergonomic studies are studies involved with comfort and increased 

productivity through comfort and well-being. If comfort isn’t ensured, the 

mind is not focused on the task and there is a serious effect of bad posture 

or improperly made chairs like RSI and Hand cramps. 
 

Risk Assessment: 
 

The event is Serious and Occasional, making it 3C. With the right solutions 

implemented at the right time, hazard should be avoided 

 

Possible Solution: 
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Hence it is an occasional hazard; the solution should either be permanent or should be implemented at all times. For example: 

- To avoid headaches, muscle cramps and irritation the workers should take breaks to stretch and let their eyes and muscles rest. 

-To avoid bad positioning whilst sitting at a desk at the computer, eyes should be at a distance away from the screen, back should be straight and the feet should 

be flat on the floor. 

-In addition, proper chair and table should be bought as the school provides the furniture. A good resolution of the monitor should also be implemented to not 

irritate the eyes and cause slouching. 

Minor Probable: Cluttered space 
 

At home, personal items, books and food may clutter up the space of the desk which may disturb the natural workflow and general 

comfort. Drinks may also be too close by the computer and drop onto the electrical appliances during work which may cause loss of 

data or troubles with hardware. 

 

At school, although the clutter may be minor at the desk, the floor may be cluttered with 

people’s bags. This causes a hazard for students if they try navigating through a room. 

Risk Assessment: 
 

This hazard is classified 3B and can be avoided by cleaning the desk and floors clean both at home 

and school. 

Possible Solution: 
The solution at home is to clean the desk and the floor from any clutter before working and trying 

to keep the drinks bottled and away from the computer.  

At school, the bags should be put under desks to make it easier for other’s to walk around the classroom.
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Minor Remote: Lighting 
Whilst working with computer screens, often lighting is the main problem leading to an 
unproductive workplace. The eyes can get irritated and the computer screen intense brightness 
(if the room isn’t properly lit) can cause headaches and migraines. This can also be a hazard to 
people walking as they may trip when they are navigating around the room. Both at home and at 
school it is hard to find natural light to ensure the eyes aren’t getting sore from the artificial 
light. 

Risk Assessment: 

Lighting, although remote (4D), is a pretty minor hazard and can be quickly resolved if the 
aftermath is kept in mind like migraines, sore eyes and more. 

Possible Solution: 
A mix of natural and artificial light are perfect to ensure the injuries are avoided as 
well as it increases the wellbeing of the students. 
 

Minor Occasional: Ventilation 
 

Although this hazard affects the comfort of the students, it remains an occasional hazard nonetheless as Australian climate is quite unpredictable in terms of 
temperature and weather. This can affect the person’s productivity and willingness to work effectively. 
 

Risk Assessment: 
 

This hazard is classified 4C and can be easily avoided by making changes to the settings on the fans or conditioners 

and wearing weather appropriate clothes. 
 

Possible Solution: 
The solution is to keep the room either cool by turning on the fans or the air con to a desired temperature and take 

off a layer of clothing to ensure a productive workflow or keep the room warm and bring along a school 

appropriate jacket or jumper. 
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Final Evaluation / Links between Production and Planning 
Statement of Intent 
“I intend to put my skills to display and challenge myself by making a long term project in a form of 2D animation. Previous year has been mostly about 

seeing whether I could make the project mixed in with real life footage. However, I decided it would be best if I had a high quality animation instead and 

present it. “–Page 4 

These demands were mostly met in my animation as the final animation is aesthetically pleasing, enjoyable and most of all completely finished. It 

includes a storyline with a fun approach to it, which is what I wanted from the beginning of the production. This however, compromised the storyboard 

for example, as I had to make some changes in the final animation to explain visually what was happening as the plot was a bit unclear. Nonetheless, 

the animation displays a high amount of skill and I added a lot of other skills I didn’t intend in the first place such as color keying.  

 

 

Research and Planning 

Most of the equipment I intended to use was in the final production of the project, however the camera 

was proved unnecessary and some software like Premiere took a lot of time to get used to. Overall, I used 

mostly a tablet and Adobe Flash to create my animation, and I am very pleased with the outcome.  

The research I had conducted helped me a lot in the final production. The most important aspect of the 

research was the animatic as it was a gateway between my ideas and my final animation. A lot of tutorials 

were used in the making of the animation, and the angle work was really important in scenes where the 

“camera” looks over the shoulder, for example, or the final scenes where the “camera” is looking down at 

the characters. 

Time Plan and Finance Plan were also used to understand my limited time frame and work through the 

challenges I might face. Finance Plan was used effectively to limit my spending on the production. Storyboard and an animatic were used 

to shape the concept of the animation and bring it to life.  

 

Limitations 

A lot of expected and unexpected limitations were encountered, including the deadline, inexperience with software, two other bodies of 

work to spend time on and challenges with a loss of data. Because of the deadline, a lot of things like different backgrounds and further 

sound editing had to be compromised. With the title screen, I encountered the result of my inexperience with Premiere, however I did 
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really well with audio editing, using effects like Pitch and Volume Fades.  

 

Construction 

There were distinct stages evident in the construction of my work. Those included research, production of the animatic, animation and 

editing. I have learnt a lot about time management in the production of the animation and if I had to redo it, I’d spend less time working on 

my animatic, as the scenes were so simple and assisted only very little with my actual scenes. Still, research and animatic were proved to be 

very useful with creating my animation as it allowed the high quality animation I intended to make.  

 

The animation took the most time and proved to be most difficult, as a lot of concentration was needed 

to animate the scenes. A lot of time went into making sure timing and movement was correct, however a 

lot of animation lacked the extra in-betweens for a smooth animation. Overall, the animation stage was 

the hardest, yet most rewarding.  

 

Video editing was a challenge for me as I struggled with the use of advanced software and had to use 

Movie Maker to edit most of the clips. I did a pretty good job editing the sound in Premiere, however, as it was the first time I had to 

experience the audio tracks and use effects on audio.  

 

Quality of the Product 

The quality was very much achieved in the making of my animation, as I planned in the beginning. This was mostly achieved by using frame by 
frame animation instead of mostly tweening as it allowed me to show my potential as well as control where the movement was going.  A lot 
of the quality was achieved by putting the features together, like adding backgrounds to my animation, video editing so the timing works and 
adding sounds and music to finish up the project. Some quality was controlled by the equipment such as the computer processor to keep the 
Adobe programs from crashing or the tablet I used to sketch the frames.  Video files types were also considered as Flash uses vector like 
quality to produce the lines and I didn’t want that quality to go to waste. This was, however impacted by the selection of the size of my 
canvas. I would have made it bigger like 1020 pixels to truly save the quality. AVI file was used during editing and final animation was exported 
in MP4 form. 

 I can say I’m very pleased with the outcome of the animation and learnt a lot from the making of my work.  
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Evidence of Range of Skills and their Applications 

 
I had a lot of concern for the use of skills, as they could be proven to be limited just to animation. There weren’t a lot of examples of successful 2D 
animation which is why I was worried that animation by hand wasn’t enough to display my skills. Fortunately, my worries were proven false as I 

incorporated a range of skills in the production. These skills were design, animation (both frame by 
frame and tweening), effects (color key and flash symbol effects), video editing and audio editing.  
 
The design skill was implemented when creating the backgrounds for my animation and designing the 
animation concept. I have spent a lot of time in costume design of the characters as I needed the 
characters to be simple, yet appealing. The color was left out to give a further “paper-cut-out” feel to the 
animation and most of the color was put in the magic effects and the backgrounds. The backgrounds were 
blurred out in Photoshop to keep the focus on the animation and conceal the imperfections in the 
background. Design was also implemented in attempting to keep consistency in animation, however I was 
surprised to find a lot of errors occurred including the infamous loss of eyebrows, change in positions and 

other faults. It was pretty fun to inspect those errors as some looked silly and proved to be quite insignificant.  
 
Animation consisted mostly of frame by frame animation as I wanted to keep the 
quality of the animation. At the same time I combined that with tweening to simplify 
my job, especially when it came to moving symbols like bubbles or magic in the key 
frames. The animatic and the animation were proven to be the most time consuming, 
however they provided enough evidence of skill and time management to give me 
confidence in my project. Video and sound editing added extra skill and taught me 
significant lessons about using advanced Adobe software as well as put the whole 
animation together. I was pleased by how fast I solved practical problems, for 
example, using key color to add the background in when the flash file was lost.  
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Evidence of Practical Problem Solving 

A lot of my practical problem solving is described in the DESIGN MODIFICATION section of my portfolio. I have encountered a lot of challenges in the 
making of my work as it was a complex project limited to a specific time frame.   
I struggled with the failure of some tools I was planning to use, for example the V-Cam, as it failed to show on the final output of the animation.  I solved 
that by getting rid of the V-cam tool. This added on a problem as V-cam altered the size of the canvas and made it difficult to edit in Premiere.  
 
The designing of the characters was implemented to make the characters easy to animate, using white and black to clearly distinguish the animation from 
the background.  A lot of problems came like keeping detail consistent, which is why I had dedicated the time to go through the animation constantly, 
fixing errors I haven’t seen before.  
 
A lot of data was lost from my computer and I had to restore the files from my Drive. Two scenes were lost in the process, but fortunately I still had a video 
file I was able to split to retrieve the scenes and use color key to insert the backgrounds.  
 
Due to audio being un-customized to fit my project I had to do a lot of pitch change and volume fade out to correct the audio and input it in the final 
animation.  
 
The video editing was proven to be difficult, as I was inexperienced with Premiere. I had to get the video editing done and I learnt to compromise the 
complexity of my skills to complete the animation in Movie Maker.  
 
A lot was compromised to finish the animation on time. There were more issues I had to face, but I had fixed them quite quickly. Planning and Dedication 
to my project all helped me with the final quality of my work and taught me a lot about the production of a major project.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


